


Food Webs

s Every ecosystem has many 
food chains.

s Most plants and animals are 
part of more than one food 
chain.

s Recall that a food web is a group of connected food 
chains in an ecosystem.

s At least one living thing from each food chain in a 
food web is also part of another food chain.
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Food Webs
A Marine Food Web

s You can find similar interactions between the 
plants and animals in an ocean ecosystem.

s Free-floating microscopic, plantlike 
organisms, called phytoplankton, are among 
the most numerous producers in an ocean 
ecosystem.

s Other ocean producers include green algae 
and kelp.

s Kelp is sometimes called seaweed.

s All the producers make food for the 
consumers in the ocean.



Food Webs
A Marine Food Web

s Energy flows through the 
ocean food web from 
producers to the various 
consumers.

s Southern elephant seals 
are consumers that eat squid and fish.

s Whales and penguins are also consumers in this 
marine food web.

s Kelp are shrimp-like crustaceans that are a common 
food source for many marine consumers.



Food Webs
A Marine Food Web

s Bacteria and worms are ocean decomposers that 
break down the remains of living things after they 
die, returning the energy to the producers.

s Like in the desert food 
webs, the plants and 
animals in this ocean 
food web depend on 
each other to stay alive.



The Transfer of Energy

s The trophic level of a living 
thing is its position in a food 
chain.

s Each level on the chart below 
represents the movement of 
energy up the food chain.

s The cactus in the desert food 
chain is a producer.

s Producers make up the lowest 
trophic level.



The Transfer of Energy

s Primary consumers are the 
herbivores that eat plants.

s The make up the next trophic 
level.

s The kangaroo rat gets energy 
by eating the cactus and other 
plants.



The Transfer of Energy

s Secondary consumers are the 
animals that eat these primary 
consumers.

s They are generally carnivores 
or omnivores and make up the 
next trophic level.

s The rattlesnake gets energy by 
eating the kangaroo rat.



The Transfer of Energy

s Tertiary consumers make up 
the top trophic level.

s The hawk gets its energy by 
eating the rattlesnake.



The Transfer of Energy

Trophic Level Examples in a Desert
Ecosystem

Examples in a Marine 
Ecosystem

4
Tertiary Consumers

Hawks, kit foxes, 
coyotes

Baleen whales, sperm 
whales

3
Secondary Consumers

Rattlesnakes, lizards Zooplankton, fish, 
penguins, birds, seals

2
Primary Consumers

Insects, birds, small 
mammals

Zooplankton, krill

1
Producers

Saguaro cacti, shrubs, 
desert plants

Phytoplankton, kelp



An Energy Pyramid

s You know that energy moves through the food chain as 
each organism eats another.

s An energy pyramid shows the amount of energy at each 
trophic level in an ecosystem.

s The shape of the pyramid shows the loss of energy as 
you move to higher trophic levels.

s The lowest trophic level has the 
most energy.

s The highest trophic level gets the 
least amount of energy.



An Energy Pyramid

s Where does the energy go?

s Most of the energy is used to live, 
grow, and reproduce.

s Some energy is lost in heat and 
waste.

s The producers store about 10% of the energy they get.

s They pass that amount along to primary consumers.

s Each tropic level receives about 10% of the previous 
level’s energy.



An Energy Pyramid



An Energy Pyramid

s According to the 10% rule, each organism passes on 
10% of the energy to the next level. 

s Since each organism 
passes on less energy 
that it receives, each 
level of the energy 
pyramid is smaller 
than the one before.



Food Web and Energy 
Pyramid


